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COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Decimal Issues
This section includes the best selection of the ever-popular "Missing Colour" errors that we have ever offered. These are
cross-referenced to "Pierron's Modern GB and Commonwealth Missing Colour Errors" (2008), which lists only "totally missing colours".
References are made to the results for Sir Gawaine Baillie's errors that were sold at auction in Melbourne in July 2005, generally for
stronger prices than were achieved in London for Tom Pierron's errors in December 2009.
305

**B

A

Colourful range of stamp packs, multiples and booklets including "prestige" issues. Thematic appeal.
(100s)

200

Lot 316
316

**

A A1

1970-75 Floral Coils 6c Sturt's Desert Rose vertical strip of 6, units three & four with the Magenta
Printing (Flower Petals) Omitted BW #534cc (Pierron #936MCc), unmounted, Cat $12,000+ (£4000+)
for used; unpriced mint. RPSofV Certificate (2011). The only recorded mint examples.
[The ACSC states "One example with magenta printing omitted, used on piece cancelled at Sydney,
has been recorded." That stamp is Ex John Sinfield: sold for $5750 at our auction of 26/1/2004. The
entry continues "This error was previously listed and priced mint, but no evidence has been found for
the existence of mint examples." This item proves the existence of mint stamps, and demands their
reinstatement in the next edition.

10,000

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - First Day Covers
396

**

A

1996-2010 FDCs with pictorial cancels packed into thirteen red Australia Post albums with some
1960s-1980s items. Albums and Hagners alone justify the estimate. (100s)

200

NAURU
The lots in this section are all Ex Barry Gribble.

Ex Lot 760
760

P

A

1990-95 imperforate proofs comprising 1990 Phosphate Corporation blocks of 4, and 1991 Flowers
15c 20c 25c & 30c marginal blocks of 4, also 1995 Air Nauru sheetlet of 9 SG 438a & a proof of the
nine overprints on ribbed brown paper. (8 items)

350

